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SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 & 2 #r .
'

<
Docket No. 50-313, 50-368 I

License No. DPR-51, NPF-6 ;

Generic Letter 81-04
Emergency Procedure and

i

Training for Station Blackout Events I

(Fi1e: 1510, 2-1510) |

Gentlemen:
|

The following is supplemental information to our July 20, 1981 response i
to your February 5, 1981 Generic Letter 81-04. I

DISCUSSION

Both units at ANO have procedures in effect that cover both operations
during a blackout and/or during degraded grid volcage situatior,s. These,

procedures have been in effect for a number of years and are included in
the annual operator requalification programs. In general, the procedures
are directed at rapid reenergization if transformer primary voltage is
available. If not, parallel efforts are made to recover a diesel and
place auxiliary equipment into modes which reduce DC power demands. When
primary power is available, either from the diesels or the grid,
procedures for degraded power, are used which direct restoration and
reactor recovery in light of equipment availability and whether or not
grid voltage is degeaded.

As specific responses to Generic letter 81-04: p
Request: Review your current plant operations to determine your 3
capability to mitigate a station blackout event and promptly implement, /
as necessary, emergency procedures and a training program for statica p[gblackout events. Your review of procedures and training should consider.
but not be limited to:
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Item a. The actions necessary and equipment available to maintain the
reactor coolant inventory and heat removal with only DC power
available, including consideration of the unavailability of
auxiliary systems such as ventilation and component cooling.

RESPONSE

Blackout proceoures have provisions for initiating emergency
feedwater as well as isolation of reactor system letdown and
seal return. With the reactor coolant pumps secured, natural
recirculation will occur with heat sink via the main steam
safety valves. Ventilation and component cooling are not
considered to be major concerns at this time, since the only
active componente requiring a heat sink would be the
steam-driven (wergency feewater (EFW) pump and the EFW turbine
driver bearing both of which are self-cooling (no auxiliary
cooling required). See also ANO-1 FSAR Section 14.1.2.8.4.

Item b. The estimated time available to restore AC power and its basis.

RESPONSE

Based on an operational limit of zero pressurizer le;si and
subcooled operation of the RCS Unit 1 would remain in normal
natural circulation for 2 4 hours, Unit 2 for 2 6 hours,
assuming:

EFW is available via the steam driven pumps*

Letdown is manually secured witFin 10 minutes*

A 1 gpm primrry leak exists on each unit*

RCP seal return (bleedoff) remains in service*

DC power is available*

Unit 1 RCP total seal leakage to containment atmosphere of*

1.5 gpm

Item c. The actions for restoring offsite AC power in the event of a
loss of the grid.

RESPONSE

Procedures include directions to request the system dispatcher
to restore primary side voltage. The AP&L dispatch center
maintains procedures for reenergization of ring busses on a
system basis.

In the absence of primary side voltage, the procedures provide
for stripping of vital busses and efforts to restore one or
both diesel generators. If the in/plaat loss is only partial,

isolation schemes and bus-ties can be utilized.
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Item d. The actions for restoring offsite AC power when its loss is
due to postulated onsite equipment failures.

RESPONSE

The first operator efforts are aimed at stripping and
selectively restoring vital busses. Transformers and breakers
(500-KV through instrument power panels) are provided with
instrumentation and alarms that attest to the equipment
coaan:9. Annunciator corrective action procedures
specifically address the cause for initiation and
diagnostic / alternative aspects.

Item e. The actions necessary to restore emergency onsite AC power.
The acitons required to restart diesel generators should
include consideration of loading sequence and the
unavailability of AC power.

RESPONSE

Checklists are available for the emergency diesel starting
setup. No specific actions, however, are stated for recovery
from severe mechanical failure or fire, since either may entail
a gieat multitude of possible component failures and each would
require maintenance troubleshooting.

Item f. Consideration of the availability of emergency lighting, and
any actions required to provide such lighting, in equipment
areas where operator or maintenance actions may be necessary.

RESPONSE

In evaluating our compliance with 10CFR50 Appendix R, walkdowns
of degraded power, remote shutdown, and station blackout
procedures were performed by operations and engineering

,

personnel. Acceptance criterion during these walkdowns were
not limited to Ap a ndix R but utilized engineering and
operations judgment as well. As a result, a significant number
of additional emergency lights are planned to be installed on a
schedule consistent with Appendix R.

Item g. Precautions to prevent equipment damage during the return to
normal operating conditions following restoration of AC power.
For example, the limitations and operating sequence
requirements which must be followed to restart the reactor
coolant pumps following an extended loss of seal injection
water should be considered in the recovery procedures.

RESPONSE

The procedure for recovery from degraded power lists priority
functions and specific operating procedures. Starting major
equipment is accomplished through procedures written
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specifically for the equipment which contain limitations and
precautions. *

Request: The annual requalifications training program.should consider
the emergency procedures and include simulator exercises involving the
postulated loss of all'AC power with decay heat removal being
accomplished by natural circulation and the steam-driven auxiliary
feeawater system for PWR plants, and by the steam-driven RCIC and/or HPCI
and the safety-relief valves.in BWR plants.

RESPONSE

As discussed above, the procedures in effect are already included in the
i annual operator requalification program.

Currently the simulators being used for training of AP&L operators do not
exactly duplicate the ANO control rooms.~ In addition, these simulators

'

do not devote a lot of attention to the electrical distribution system
but instead concentrate on the active mechanical systems. In addition,

,

many of the activities to be performed by operators in recovery to a
: station blackout event must be performed outside the control room at

local stations. These areas are not modeled at all on the simulator 2.
i .
1 For these reasons, training on ANO specific station blackout procedures '

i on the simulators is not practical and due to the magnitude of problems
I stateo above would provide little if any benefit.

I Conclusion:

AP&L considers that the existing procedures and training provide the,

operators with adequate instructions to assure their capabilities to
mitigate blackout events and provide restoration in as timely manner as'

: possible given the large number of variables associated with cases of.
i total or partial loss of onsite/offsite AC power.
* Very truly yours,
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! avid C. Trimble
. Manager, Licensing
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